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Adverbs
An adverb is a word which modifies or adds to the meaning of a verb, an adjective, or 
another adverb.

Adverbs may be divided, according to their use, into the 
following classes:

a) Time – before, now, since, then, already, soon, seldom.
 Example: We have met before.

b) Place – here, there, everywhere, nowhere.
 Example: They came here yesterday.

c) Manner – badly, easily, slowly, well.
 Example: The tall boy won easily.

d) Degree – almost, much, only, quite, very, rather.
 Example: The old lady walked very slowly.

e) Number – once, twice.
 Example: They ran twice round the park.

f) Questioning – where, when, how.
 Example: When did you see him?

g) Affirmation and negation – yes, certainly, no, not.
 Example: She can certainly swim. I have not read the 

book.

(Many adverbs are often used as connecting words and 
therefore become conjunctions. You will read about them 
on page 108.)

The majority of adverbs are formed from corresponding 
adjectives by adding -ly, e.g. quickly, bravely, seriously, 
happily, clearly, slowly, quietly, angrily, fatally, suitably.
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Exercises on adverbs
Underline the adverbs in the following sentences: 

1. Dinner will soon be ready. 

2. There lay the object of our search. 

3. The man walked slowly across the field. 

4. The apples were quite good. 

5. I once saw an eagle kill a rabbit. 

6. Where did you find that knife? 

7. He can certainly boast about his adventures. 

8. The story ended happily.
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Comparison of adverbs
Adverbs are compared in the same way as adjectives. As most adverbs are two-syllable words 
or longer they generally form the comparative and superlative by adding more and most to 
the positive.

Positive Comparative Superlative

early earlier earliest

fast faster fastest

long longer longest

soon sooner soonest

bitterly more bitterly most bitterly

bravely more bravely most bravely

briefly more briefly most briefly

carefully more carefully most carefully

clearly more clearly most clearly

cruelly more cruelly most cruelly

easily more easily most easily

freely more freely most freely

greedily more greedily most greedily

happily more happily most happily

loudly more loudly most loudly

quickly more quickly most quickly

slowly more slowly most slowly

willingly more willingly most willingly

badly worse worst

far farther farthest

forth further furthest

ill worse worst

late later last

much more most

well better best

Regular (i)

Regular (ii)

Irregular
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Some common verbs with suitable adverbs
Verbs Adverbs

acted quickly, suddenly, warily

answered correctly, immediately, angrily

ate greedily, hungrily, quickly, slowly

bled freely, profusely, slightly

bowed humbly, respectfully, stiffly

caressed fondly, gently, lovingly

charged bravely, desperately, furiously

chuckled artfully, gleefully, happily

crept quietly, silently, softly, stealthily

decided carefully, eventually, immediately

explained briefly, clearly, concisely

fell heavily, quickly, suddenly

flogged brutally, cruelly, unmercifully

fought bravely, furiously, gamely

frowned angrily, sulkily

injured accidentally, fatally, seriously, slightly

left hurriedly, quietly, suddenly

listened anxiously, attentively, carefully

lost badly, heavily, sportingly

mumbled angrily, inaudibly, indistinctly

pondered deeply, seriously, thoughtfully

pulled hastily, strongly, vigorously
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Verbs Adverbs

ran hurriedly, quickly, rapidly, slowly

remembered clearly, distinctly, faintly, slightly

sang loudly, softly, sweetly, tunefully

shone brightly, brilliantly, clearly, dimly

shouted frantically, joyfully, jubilantly, loudly, suddenly

slept fitfully, lightly, soundly

smiled broadly, happily, ruefully

sneered insolently, impudently, tauntingly

spent foolishly, freely, recklessly, sparingly

spoke clearly, distinctly, earnestly, loudly, plainly, slowly

sprang hurriedly, lightly, quickly, suddenly

staggered awkwardly, drunkenly, weakly

strove bravely, desperately, manfully

stuttered excitedly, haltingly, painfully

trembled fearfully, frightfully, visibly

waited patiently, anxiously

walked clumsily, haltingly, quickly, slowly, smartly

wept bitterly, distractedly, sadly, touchingly

whispered audibly, quietly, softly

yielded stubbornly, weakly, willingly
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6. Complete the following table:

Positive Comparative Superlative

long   

happily   

late   

willingly   

ill   

Exercises on adverbs
1. In the spaces provided place the following adverbs:

heavily, furiously, silently, soundly, immediately, sparingly, broadly, patiently.
He charged . He decided .
He slept . He crept .
He spent . He fell .
He smiled . He waited .

2. Add any suitable adverb to the following sentences:
The girl sings . The clerk wrote .
The lion roars . The river flows .
The artist paints . The stars shine .
The child sleeps . The horse gallops .
The cat walks . The man frowns .

3. Give the comparatives and superlatives of: 
soon, briefly, well, early, clearly.

4. Write the comparatives of: 
long, badly, carefully, late, freely.

5. State the superlatives of: 
fast, quickly, sick, easily, forth.
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